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Fisheries

Study: E�ective �sheries management
reduces extinction risk of sharks and
rays

24 January 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Findings reveal ‘clear signs’ of shark population recovery
in areas with e�ective �sheries management

A new study from Virginia Tech’s College of Natural Resources and Environment has found that the
extinction risk of sharks and rays can be signi�cantly reduced by having effective �sheries
management and policies in place to ensure the survival of these vulnerable species.

“You can see it in the data,” said Holly Kindsvater, assistant professor in the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Conservation and one of the authors of the paper. “Even in places where �shing intensity is
high but management exists, the regional status of these endangered species is improving
signi�cantly.”

The study, which was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
(https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2216891120), used decades of data to track shark and ray
populations in western Atlantic waters and measure population changes since the U.S. Department of
Commerce asked the National Marine Fisheries Service to implement a Fishery Management Plan for
Atlantic sharks in 1993.

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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“It took years of work to gather data on shark populations and �sheries data,” said Nathan Pacoureau,
a postdoctoral research fellow at Simon Fraser University in Canada, the paper’s lead author and a
former postdoctoral research fellow at Virginia Tech. “From there, the challenge was determining the
primary elements to the recovery of sharks in some areas and driving increased extinction risk in
others.”

(https://events.globalseafood.org/responsible-seafood-summit)

The �ndings show a positive trajectory for shark populations where regulations have been put in place,
with large species such as the great white, tiger and great hammerhead shark – which are elsewhere
endangered – all showing clear signs of population recovery in northern Atlantic waters.

Using decades of data on shark populations and �sheries data, the study showed a positive trajectory
for shark populations in areas where �shing regulations have been put into place. Photo by Matt Waters
(https://www.pexels.com/photo/sharks-under-water-13071004/).
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Sharks and rays still face challenges: the group’s �nding demonstrates that coastal populations in the
southern Atlantic remain critically threatened, and the demand for shark meat and �ns can provide
lucrative livelihoods to �shers, despite international treaties in place to prevent the trade of shark and
ray species that are �shed unsustainably. Sharks and rays also are caught unintentionally in �sheries
for bony �shes: without robust policy measures, this can signi�cantly reduce their populations.

“In the milieu of marine conservation, some think it’s hopeless to try to manage shark �sheries, that
illegal trade will always exist,” said Kindsvater. “What this research shows is that it is possible to
signi�cantly improve the population health of a species by monitoring and managing �sheries.”

Read the full study here (https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2216891120).
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